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1. Introduction

As shown in (Geethanjali, 2016), myoelectric-
based control system structures and algorithms 
are based on on-off, proportional, direct, finite 
state machine, pattern recognition-based, posture 
and regression control. The control system design 
and tuning is usually carried out in a model-based 
manner that requires accurate models of the human 
hand, which is essentially a Multi Input-Multi 
Output (MIMO) nonlinear dynamical system. 
The inputs of this MIMO system are represented 
by myoelectric signals and a part of the outputs 
consists of finger angles at various joints.

Some recent approaches to myoelectric-
based control are briefly discussed as follows.  
A myoelectric-driven musculoskeletal model that 
decodes joint moments is included in (Sartori et 
al., 2018) in a control scheme for wrist movement 
and hand opening-closing. The human-machine 
interface is improved in (Kapelner et al., 2019) 
by decomposing recorded myoelectric signals into 
the underlying neural drive. Using the regression 

convolutional neural network suggested in (Ameri 
et al., 2019), an adaptive auto-regressive filter 
algorithm based on adaptive infinite impulse 
response filtering theory is proposed in (Igual et 
al., 2019) to learn proportional velocity control. 
Proportional-Integral (PI) and Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers are applied 
in (Precup et al., 2020b) and (Blana et al., 2020). 
Fuzzy controllers for myoelectric-based control 
are designed in Mamdani form in (Tabakov et al., 
2016; Tabakov et al., 2018) and Takagi-Sugeno-
Kang form in (Precup et al., 2020b).

An alternative to the model-based tuning 
of controllers is represented by data-driven 
control, where few information is used on the 
process model considering that no process 
model is involved in the controller tuning.  
However, using input-output data from the process 
instead of parametric models in the controller 
tuning may be supported by non-parametric models 
of the process expressed as time responses or 
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frequency domain plots. This important feature of  
data-driven control makes the associated techniques 
of great interest in myoelectric-based control 
systems as there is no more need to focus efforts 
on deriving accurate process models as experiments 
actually play the role of learning algorithms that 
automatically tune the controller parameters.  
Few iterations are usually used in this regard, 
making the controller tuning relatively simple for 
practitioners in various multi-disciplinary sub-
domains of biomedical engineering.

Some of the most successful data-driven 
techniques will be highlighted as follows citing 
both classical and fresh papers that actually 
apply them: Iterative Feedback Tuning (IFT) 
(Hjalmarsson, 2002; Jung et al., 2020), Model-
free Adaptive Control (Hou & Wang, 2013; Yu et 
al., 2020), Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic 
Approximation (Spall & Cristion, 1998; 
Zamanipour, 2020), Correlation-based Tuning 
(Karimi et al., 2004; Sato, 2020), Frequency 
Domain Tuning (Kammer et al., 2000; da Silva 
Moreira et al., 2018), Iterative Regression Tuning 
(Halmevaara & Hyötyniemi, 2006), and adaptive 
online IFT (McDaid et al., 2012). While these 
data-driven techniques actually carry out the 
iterative experiment-based update of controller 
parameters, non-iterative techniques are also 
popular as Model-Free Control (MFC) (Fliess & 
Join, 2009, 2013), Virtual Reference Feedback 
Tuning (Campi et al., 2002; Formentin et al., 
2019); Active Disturbance Rejection Control 
(Gao, 2006; Roman et al., 2020), data-driven 
predictive control (Kadali et al., 2003; Lucchini 
et al., 2020), unfalsified control (Safonov & 
Tsao, 1997; Jiang et al., 2016) and Data-Driven 
Inversion Based Control (Novara et al., 2015; 
Galluppi et al., 2019). As shown in (Precup et al., 
2020a), the approach reported in (Van Waarde et 
al., 2020) does not make the a priori assumption 
of persistency of excitation on the system input; 
instead, it studies equivalent conditions on the 
given data under which different analysis and 
control problems can be solved. Thus, it reveals 
situations in which a controller can be tuned from 
data even though unique system identification is 
impossible. A fresh review on data-driven control 
is conducted in (Huang & Gao, 2020) giving 
useful classifications and pointing out the role 
of observers and estimation in control.

MFC combines the well-known and relatively 
easily understandable PI and PID controller 
structure with an intelligent term that compensates 
for the effects of nonlinear dynamics, disturbances 
or uncertain parameters. An integral local 
model of the process is used in this regard, but 
its identification is not needed. Model-free 
controllers represented by intelligent Proportional 
(iP) and intelligent Proportional-Integral (iPI) 
controllers are designed making use of a so-called 
estimated data-driven term. Some recent popular 
applications of MFC include treatment of acute 
inflammation (Bara et al., 2018), handling packet 
losses and latencies in industrial Internet of Things 
(Join et al., 2020) two rotor aerodynamic systems 
(Roman et al., 2016; Roman et al., 2018) and 
control of upper-limb exoskeletons (Wang et al., 
2020). All these applications and performance 
proved by MFC justify to consider, as stated in 
(Fliess & Join, 2020), that MFC is a new tool 
for Machine Learning. Moreover, this paper will 
prove, besides other recent applications of MFC, 
that it is an efficient tool for Machine Learning.

This paper is developed on the basis of the 
evolving Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy models 
derived in (Precup et al., 2018, 2019) and also 
used to finger control in (Precup et al., 2020b), to 
characterize the nonlinear finger dynamics of the 
human hand in the framework of myoelectric-
based control of a prosthetic hand. The inputs of 
these models are the myoelectric signals obtained 
from eight sensors placed on human subject’s 
arm, and the outputs are the flexion percentages 
that correspond to the midcarpal joint angles.  
For the sake of simplicity, the flexion percentages 
are next referred to also as finger angles. Using 
the MIMO control system structure suggested 
in (Precup et al., 2020b) consisting of five 
control loops to control the angles of each 
finger, this paper proposes iP controllers, which 
are separately designed and tuned in a model-
free manner for each finger. The MIMO control 
system behaviour is simulated using the best 
fuzzy models for each finger offered in (Precup 
et al., 2020b) and merged in a global nonlinear 
model of the five fingers as far as the finger 
angles are concerned. The model-free control 
system performance is compared with that of 
the same control system structure, but with PI 
controllers instead of the iP ones, and the free 
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parameters of all controllers are optimally tuned 
in a model-based manner by a metaheuristic 
Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) algorithm.

This paper is structured as follows. Details on the 
control system structure and process models are 
given in the next section. The model-free control 
tuning approach is formulated in Section 3.  
The simulation results and their comparison 
are presented in Section 4. The conclusions are 
highlighted in Section 5.

2. Control System Structure and 
Process Models

The placement of myoelectric sensors on 
the human hand and hardware details on the 
experimental setup are given in (Precup et al., 
2018; Teban et al., 2018). The placement of the 
eight sensors is (Teban et al., 2018): sensors 1 to 
4 on the flexor digitorum superficialis, sensors 
5, 6 on the extensor digitorum, sensor 7 on 
the extensor digiti minimi, and sensor 8 on the 
abductor pollicis longus. The placement of all 
eight sensors on second author’s hand is illustrated 
in (Precup et al., 2020b).

The outputs of all fuzzy models are the angles 
(%) ,kly  of the fingers l, 5...1=l , expressed as 

flexion percentages of finger closing between fully 
relaxed (0, corresponding to minimum contraction) 
and fully contracted (100, corresponding to 
maximum contraction), which are subjected to 
the constraints (Precup et al., 2020b)

0 100 1 5    % % %, ...
,

� � �y ll k                           (1)

with the following finger indices l: 1=l  (the 
thumb), 2=l  (the index finger), 3=l  (the 
middle finger), 4=l  (the ring finger), and 5=l  
(the pinky).

As pointed out in (Precup et al., 2020b), the finger 
angles (which are actually the finger flexion 
angles) are measured using five flex sensors; the 
sensor output is converted to a percentage from 
0% to 100%, where 0% represents the finger in 
strait position and 100% represents the finger in 
fully bent position. The minimum and maximum 
bend of each finger is calibrated at startup.

The general expressions of the fuzzy models are 
(Precup et al., 2020b)
y f ll k l k,

( ), ... ,= =z   1 5                                      (2)

where lf  are nonlinear input-output maps, k is the 
discrete time index, and kz  are the input vectors. 
The elements of vectors kz  are past process 
outputs and/or inputs; since the fuzzy models are 
nonlinear, the fuzzy models briefly described in 
(2) are nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous 
inputs (NARX) models. The index k will be 
added as follows as an additional subscript to 
certain variables that are involved in the controller 
design because the discrete-time design and 
implementation of the controllers are carried out.

The internal structure of fuzzy models uses 
the fuzzification module with Gaussian input 
membership functions Rji ni ...1 , =µ  ( Rn  – the 
number of rules) nj ...1=  (n – the number of 
input variables) of fuzzy sets of input linguistic 
terms LTij
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where ,...1  , njz j =  are the input and also 
scheduling variables, n is the number of input 
variables, and *

 jiz , ,...1 ,...1 njni R == , are the 
membership function centres.

The expression of the rule base of fuzzy models, 
specific to Takagi-Sugeno-Kang ones, is
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where i
ly  is the output of ith local model in 

the rule consequent of rule ,...1 , Rnii =  and 
Ri nia ...1 , =χ , n...0=χ , are the parameters in the 

rule consequents.

The fuzzy model structure uses the algebraic 
product t-norm as an AND operator in the 
inference engine and the weighted average 
defuzzification method. Therefore, the expression 
of the fuzzy model output ly  is
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where all variables depend on z, and iτ  is the 
firing degree of rule i. Additional details are 
offered in (Precup et al., 2020b).
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The input vector of the best fuzzy model for the 
first finger ( 1=l ) is (Precup et al., 2020b)

,]      

      
       [

2,11,51,41,31,21,11,8

1,71,61,51,41,31,21,1
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T
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kkkkkkkkk

yyyyyyz

zzzzzzz
zzzzzzzz

-------

-------
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(6)

it evolved to nR = 19 rules, the number of evolved 
parameters is 1273, and its structure and parameter 
values are available, for full transparency, in the 
fis file given in (Precup et al., 2020c).

The input vector of the best fuzzy model for the 
second finger ( 2=l ) is (Precup et al., 2020b)
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(7)

it evolved to nR = 24 rules, the number of evolved 
parameters is 1032, and its structure and parameter 
values are available in the fis file given in (Precup 
et al., 2020c).

The input vector of the best fuzzy model for the 
third finger ( 3=l ) is (Precup et al., 2020b)
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it evolved to nR = 27 rules, the number of evolved 
parameters is 1809, and its structure and parameter 
values are available in the fis file given in (Precup 
et al., 2020c).

The input vector of the best fuzzy model for the 
fourth finger ( 4=l ) is (Precup et al., 2020b)
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it evolved to nR = 35 rules, the number of evolved 
parameters is 1505, and its structure and parameter 
values are available in the fis file given in (Precup 
et al., 2020c).

The input vector of the best fuzzy model for the 
fifth finger ( 5=l ) is (Precup et al., 2020b)
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(10)

it evolved to nR = 23 rules, the number of evolved 
parameters is 1541, and its structure and parameter 
values are available in the fis file given in  
(Precup et al., 2020c).

These models have many parameters. However 
they are accurate, as proved in (Precup et al., 
2020b), in describing the nonlinear mechanisms 
specific to the process. That is the reason why 
they are used in the simulation of the control 
system behaviour.

The MIMO control system structure for finger 
angle control is presented in Figure 1. It consists 
of five separate control loops that control each 
finger using the following control signals (Precup 
et al., 2020b):

,  ,  ,  ,  , 8514233261 zuzuzuzuzu =====   (11)

where lu , 5...1=l , is the control signal of the 
control loop that controls the output (namely, 
finger angle) ly , 5...1=l . The other notations 
in Figure 1 are lr , 5...1=l  – reference inputs  
(set-points) for the controlled outputs (namely, 
finger angles) ly , 5...1=l , le , lll yre -= ,  

5...1=l  – control errors, dyl , 5...1=l  – 
disturbances, lC , 5...1=l  – controllers, which are 
in this paper iP controllers to be designed and tuned 
in the next two sections and PI controllers to be 
designed and tuned for comparison in Section 4.

Figure 1. MIMO control system structure for  
finger angle control (Precup et al., 2020b)

3. Model-free Control  
Tuning Approach

The design of the discrete-time MFC algorithm, 
further referred as iP controller starts with the 
first-order local process model presented in 
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the Single Input-Single Output (SISO) case in  
(Join et al., 2020; Roman et al., 2018)

, 1 kkkk Fuyy +α+=+                                     (12)

and the MIMO case in (Roman et al., 2016), 
where uk is the control signal, yk is the controlled 
output, α is a parameter which guarantees that 

kkk yyy -=∆ ++ 11  and ku α  have the same order 
of magnitude, and Fk, which accounts for the 
unmodeled dynamics and disturbances, is built 
using only the input/output data in the SISO case 
(Join et al., 2020; Roman et al., 2018) and the 
MIMO case (Roman et al., 2016).

The discrete-time control law of the MFC 
algorithms is:

                  (13)

where K is the proportional gain associated to 
the proportional element of the iP controller, 
rk is the reference input (for example, desired 
trajectory) that can be considered the output 
of the refence model, ek is the control error 
and is expressed as follows (Join et al., 2020;  
Roman et al., 2018):

,kkk yre -=                                                   (14)

kF̂  is the estimate of Fk , computed using the 
one-step behind and the current input/output 
measured data of the process, and it is defined 
as (Join et al., 2020; Roman et al., 2016;  
Roman et al., 2018):

. ˆ
11 -- α--= kkkk uyyF                                  (15)

Due the fact that it is almost impossible to measure 
the estimation error, it will be estimated as kδ  
using kF̂  and Fk:

.ˆ
kkk FF -=δ                                                   (16)

The dynamics of the closed-loop control system 
structure is obtained using the first-order local 
process model in (12) and the control law 
in (13) in the SISO case (Join et al., 2020;  
Roman et al., 2018):

, ˆ
11 kkkkkkk FeKrrFyy +--+-= ++        (17)

and the MIMO case is treated in (Roman et  
al., 2016).

The control system structure with MFC algorithm 
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The control system structure with  
MFC algorithm

In the particular case of the myoelectric-based 
controlled prosthetic hand process, the controller 
will consist of five SISO MFC controllers that will 
run in parallel. Therefore, the expression of the 
parameter vector of the MFC iP controller is:

 
,      (18)

where K1 and α1 are parameters of the iP controller 
of the thumb, K2 and α2 are parameters of the 
iP controller of the index finger, K3 and α3 are 
parameters of the iP controller of the middle 
finger, K4 and α4 are parameters of the iP controller 
of the ring finger, K5 and α5 are parameters of the 
iP controller of the pinky.

The design approach of the discrete-time MFC 
algorithm consists of the following steps:

Step 1. Separate SISO MFC controllers are 
implemented for each input of the MIMO process 
to ensure the desired finger dynamics of the 
control structure.

Step 2. The optimal parameters of the MFC 
algorithm gathered in vector ρ in (18) are 
determined using GWO algorithm by solving 
an optimization problem that will minimize an 
integral of time-weighted absolute error (ITAE) 
objective function.

4. Simulation Results and 
Comparison

Two scenarios are proposed to validate the 
approach. In both scenarios the discrete-time 
MFC algorithm is validated using simulations 
on the myoelectric-based controlled prosthetic 
hand process. Each simulation trial takes 300 s  
and the sampling period is set to Ts = 0.01 s. 
The discrete-time MFC system performance is 
compared with that of the same control system 
structure, but with PI controllers instead of the 
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iP ones, and all the free parameters of both 
controllers are optimally tuned in a model-based 
manner by a metaheuristic GWO algorithm 
solving the following optimization problem:

                 

(19)

where N = 30000 is the number of samples, and 
e1,k, e2,k, e3,k, e4,k, e5,k are the control errors of the 
thumb, index, middle, ring and pinky fingers, 
respectively. The optimization problem in (19) 
minimizes the ITAE objective function .  
Vector ρ* is the optimal controller parameter vector 
of the myoelectric-based controlled prosthetic 
hand process, ρ in (18) is the expression of the 
tunable parameter vector of the discrete-time iP 
controller, and

     (20)

is the expression of the tunable parameter vector of 
the discrete-time PI controllers with the following 
transfer functions:

  

(21)

where C1(z
-1) is the transfer function of the 

discrete-time PI controller for the thumb finger 
C2(z

-1) is the transfer function of the discrete-
time PI controller for the index finger, C3(z

-1) 
is the transfer function of the discrete-time 
PI controller for the middle finger, C4(z

-1) is 
the transfer function of the discrete-time PI 
controller for the ring finger, C5(z

-1) is the 
discrete-time transfer function of the discrete-
time PI controller for the pinky, and all transfer 
functions depend on ρ.

The reference trajectory set in both case studies is:
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where ,,1 kr  ,,2 kr  ,,3 kr  ,,4 kr  and ,,5 kr  are the 
reference trajectories of the thumb, index, middle, 
ring and pinky fingers, respectively.

The difference between the first and the second 
scenario is that in the first one no additive 
disturbances are applied and the following set 
of additive disturbances is applied directly to 
the controlled outputs in the second case study 
to determine how the controller carries out the 
disturbance rejection:
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where dy1,k, dy2,k, dy3,k, dy4,k and dy5,k are the additive 
disturbances that are applied to the process 
outputs, i.e., the thumb, index, middle, ring and 
pinky finger angles.

In both scenarios disturbances appear because 
the motions of the myoelectric-based controlled 
prosthetic hand process are interconnected as 
it usually happens in MIMO control systems. 
Moreover, as specified in (Precup et al., 
2020b), disturbances are actually applied 
from the other three inputs (the other muscles) 
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out of the total eight ones measured by the 
myoelectric sensors.

The following parameters of GWO that solves 
the optimization problem defined in (19) were 
used in order to achieve an acceptable tradeoff to 
convergence and computational resources: total 
number of agents (i.e., grey wolves) NGWO = 20 
and maximum number of iterations 100max =µ . 
Additional details on GWO are given in (Precup 
et al., 2016).

The optimal parameter vectors of the MIMO 
MFC algorithm (i.e., the MIMO iP controller) are 
determined in zero initial conditions by solving 
the optimization problem in (19) with ρ in (18) 
considering the reference trajectory vector in 
(22) and the fuzzy model of the myoelectric-
based controlled prosthetic hand process.  
The result is:

  
(24)

The optimal parameter vectors of the discrete-time 
MIMO PI controller are determined in a similar 
manner as those of the iP controller, in zero initial 
conditions by solving the optimization problem 
in (19) with ρ in (20) considering the reference 
trajectory vector in (22) and again the fuzzy model 
of the myoelectric-based controlled prosthetic 
hand process. The result is:

  
(25)

To highlight how the optimal parameters of both 
discrete-time iP and PI controller were obtained 
using GWO, besides the final controlled outputs 
of the control systems with iP and PI controllers, 
Figure 3 also presents the intermediate outputs 
obtained before achieving the optimal parameters 
of iP and PI controllers.

The values of the ITAE performance index of 
the above control structure are: Je,u = 596.81 
for the optimal iP controller, Je,u = 599.74 for 
the intermediate iP controller, Je,u = 530.81 
for the optimal PI controller, Je,u = 566.20 for 
the intermediate PI controller. As highlighted 
in Figure 3 and these values, a considerable 
improvement of the final results versus the 
intermediate ones is obtained.

Figure 3. Flexion percentages (finger angles) y1 
versus time in a), y2 versus time in b), y3 versus 

time in c), y4 versus time in d), y5 versus time in e) 
using optimal iP controller (black), intermediate 
iP controller (blue), optimal PI controller (red), 

intermediate PI controller (magenta) in the  
first scenario

The control signals of the control systems with iP 
and PI controllers are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Control signals u1 versus time in a), u2 
versus time in b), u3 versus time in c), u4 versus time 
in d), u5 versus time in e) using optimal iP controller 
(black), intermediate iP controller (blue), optimal PI 
controller (red), intermediate PI controller (magenta) 

in the first scenario
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The intermediate results were obtained after 
50 iterations of GWO running that led to the 
following set of parameters:

  
(26)

for the iP controller, and

  
(27)

for the PI controller.

The results of the second scenario illustrated 
in Figures 5 and 6 are obtained using the same 
optimal and intermediate sets of parameters of the 
discrete-time iP and PI controllers and applying 
the additive disturbances in (23) in order to 
determine how the MIMO controllers manage to 
reject them.

Figure 5. Flexion percentages (finger angles) y1 
versus time in a), y2 versus time in b), y3 versus 

time in c), y4 versus time in d), y5 versus time in e) 
using optimal iP controller (black), intermediate 
iP controller (blue), optimal PI controller (red), 

intermediate PI controller (magenta) in the  
second scenario

The values of the ITAE performance index 
in the second scenario are: Je,u = 893.40 for 
the optimal iP controller, Je,u = 894.53 for the 
intermediate iP controller, Je,u = 876.88 for 
the optimal PI controller, Je,u = 766.00 for the 
intermediate PI controller.

As shown in Figures 3 to 6, the performance of 
the control structure with iP controller is similar 

to that of the control structure with PI controller. 
It is expected that, after applying the proposed 
controllers to the real-time myoelectric-based 
controlled prosthetic hand process, the results 
will be different. This happens because random 
disturbances can occur at any moment and in 
this case a better performance will be obtained 
by the iP controller versus the PI controller.  
This conclusion is motivated by the fact that the 
MFC algorithm does not need an accurate model 
of the process and through it the unexpected 
disturbances are estimated online.

Figure 6. Control signals u1 versus time in a), u2 
versus time in b), u3 versus time in c), u4 versus time 
in d), u5 versus time in e) using optimal iP controller 
(black), intermediate iP controller (blue), optimal PI 
controller (red), intermediate PI controller (magenta) 

in the second scenario

However, the conclusions might be slightly 
different as far as the performance comparison 
is concerned if other processes are tackled by 
model-free controllers; such promising examples 
including the medical ones are fault diagnosis 
(Baranyi et al., 2004), real-time medical 
telemonitoring (Costin et al., 2009), telerobotic 
systems serving space medicine (Haidegger 
et al., 2011), hydraulic plants (Angelov et al., 
2013), microdrilling operations (Beruvides et al., 
2013), smart floors (Hvizdoš et al., 2015), chaotic 
systems (Precup & Tomescu, 2015), turbojet 
engines (Andoga & Fozo, 2017), fuzzy systems 
(Dzitac et al., 2017) and autonomous systems 
(Deliparaschos et al., 2020).
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5. Conclusion

This paper proposes an MFC iP data-driven 
algorithm whose parameters were optimally 
tuned in a model-based manner using the 
mathematical model of the myoelectric-based 
controlled prosthetic hand process to control 
the thumb, index, middle, ring and pinky finger 
angles. The performance of the MIMO iP 
controller was compared with that of a MIMO PI 
controller, where both controllers had the same 
number of free parameters. It was highlighted 
that both controller parameters were obtained 
after solving an optimization problem in terms 
of metaheuristic GWO.

Future work will focus on validating other 
nonlinear controllers on the myoelectric-based 
controlled prosthetic hand process and also on 
reducing the number of parameters. One solution 
is to deal with two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) 
fuzzy controllers; the concept of 2-DOF fuzzy 

control was coined by Precup & Preitl (1999)  
and Precup & Preitl (2003) as fuzzy control with  
non-homogenous dynamics with respect to the 
input channels, and further developed in their 
later works applied to servo systems and electrical 
drives (Precup et al., 2009; Preitl et al., 2012). 
Another solution is to change the optimization 
problems and algorithms, with useful examples 
that deal with path planning (Purcaru et al., 2013), 
fuzzy classification systems (Johanyák, 2017), 
asymmetric traveling salesman problem (Osaba 
et al., 2018), benchmark functions (Abed-alguni, 
2019), controller tuning (So, 2019), and the 
application of type-2 fuzzy control (Li et al., 2018; 
Moreno et al., 2020).
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